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From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, December 3, 2018
Date: December 3, 2018 at 8:53 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, December 3,
2018
 
Today's Events
The Origins of al-Qaeda
Today's Fitness Classes
Wofford Wesley
Wofford Strings and Band Concert
Campus Outreach Christmas Party
Upcoming Events
Aqua Massage
First interim meetings at 11 a.m. tomorrow
Last French Table of the semester
Gleaning - the practice of collecting excess foods from gardens, farms, farmers
markets, grocers to provide it to those in need
Women's Basketball | 6 pm
French Movie & Pizza Night
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Announcements
Last day to submit MLK Day proposals
Dodgeball Sign Ups
Canceled: CBS News chief White House correspondent Major Garrett
Winter Lighting Shirts
 
 
Today's Events
The Origins of al-Qaeda
Date/Time: 12/3/2018 9:30:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Phil Dorroll will end his Religion 221 course with two lectures on the origins
of jihadist terrorism in the Middle East. Open to all members of the Wofford community.
of jihadist terrorism in the Middle East. Open to all members of the Wofford community.
Questions welcome, and no background in the subject is required. The first lecture on
Monday will cover the history and origins of al-Qaeda, and will be be repeated at 11:30
a.m., as well.
Contact: Philip Dorroll
Email: dorrollpc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4563
Today's Fitness Classes
Date/Time: 12/3/2018 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, High-Intensity Interval Training [HIIT] @
5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30, Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Wofford Wesley
Date/Time: 12/3/2018 5:15:00 PM
Location: The Space Conference Room
Cost: Free
Details: If you are looking for a small group Bible study, we would love for you to join us
at Wofford Wesley! We meet at 5:15 p.m., on Monday evenings in the Space Conference
room for a light dinner, fellowship, and a small group study. We are currently using a
study called, "The Ridiculous Journey: Following a Nobody from Nowhere." Come join
us! We are a Methodist student group, but all are welcome!
Contact: Paige Wolfe
Email: paige@centralumcs.org
Telephone/Extension: 864-710-7363
Wofford Strings and Band Concert
Date/Time: 12/3/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free Admission
Details: Wofford String Ensemble, Wofford Chamber Players and Wofford Band will
perform an annual concert tonight at 7 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium, featuring Terrier
Students performing works by Classical and Pop music compositions. Come see your
fellow students perform!
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: leees@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4596
Campus Outreach Christmas Party
Date/Time: 12/3/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Come join Campus Outreach from 9:00-10:00pm for our annual Christmas
Details: Come join Campus Outreach from 9:00-10:00pm for our annual Christmas
Party! There will be a crepe bar, live music, gifts, desserts, a raffle, games, fun, food,
friends, guitar jams, NYC sign-up booth, contests, a tree maybe, and Christmas stuff!
Basically, just a lot of fun! We hope to see you there!
Contact: Elizabeth Hendrix
Email: hendrixem@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-917-9385
 
Upcoming Events
Aqua Massage
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 10:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Finals week is coming up. Join us for a study break with Aqua Massage from 10
a.m. - 2 p.m. There will be hydrotherapy massage waterbeds, upright spinal back
massagers, massage pillows, and therapeutic foot massagers. Sponsored by WAC.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
First interim meetings at 11 tomorrow
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 11:00:00 AM
Location: Various rooms on campus
Cost: 
Details: Some interim courses will hold their first meeting from 11 a.m. - 12 noon
tomorrow (Tuesday, Dec. 4). If the professors are holding a session for their class,
attendance is mandatory for students enrolled in the course. (Students abroad are the
exception to this attendance expectation: they should contact their professor ASAP to find
out needed information from the meeting.) The list of classes that are holding meetings
tomorrow and the locations for those meetings are here:
http://www.wofford.edu/uploadedFiles/interim/new/Locations%20for%201st%20interim
%20meeting.pdf 
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Email: andersonak@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4561
Last French Table of the semester
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 12:00:00 PM
Location: Ginkgo Room, downstairs Burwell
Cost: 
Details: Feel free to join us for our last French Table of the semester! Enjoy lunch while
practicing your French in a friendly environment! Rendez-vous at 12 p.m., in Ginkgo
room (Downstairs Burwell)
Contact: Clara Colin
Contact: Clara Colin
Email: colincm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4190
Gleaning - the practice of collecting excess foods from gardens, farms, farmers
markets, grocers to provide it to those in need
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 2:30:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join ENVS 334 for a screening of "The Gleaners and I," a documentary film,
followed by a discussion with friends from Ruth's Gleanings and Atlas Organics. Snacks
gleaned from the ENVS 334 Principles of Sustainable Agriculture garden plots.
Contact: Amy Telligman
Email: telligmanal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4494
Women's Basketball | 6 pm
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium 
Cost: Free
Details: Women's Basketball is back in action tomorrow at 6 p.m.! It's our Christmas
Themed game! So bring your jolly holiday spirit and we'll see you at the game! 
Contact: Madison Hedding
Email: heddingmm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4023
French Movie & Pizza Night
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 6:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 115
Cost: Free
Details: Join us on Wednesday to watch one of the best movies of French cinema: A very
long engagement, by the creator of Amelie, starring Audrey Tautou. A wonderful movie
about World War I. English subtitles and free pizza! RSVP before 3 p.m. Rendez-vous at
6:30 p.m., in Olin 115. 
Contact: Clara Colin
Email: colincm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4190
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 7:30:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: The Theatre Department closes its fall season with four special events designed
to showcase the work our students have completed this semester in several of their
performance and design classes. All of these events are free and open to the public, and
all will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre. Join us on Dec.
5 for The August Wilson Project by Khalil Gamble ('20), the culmination of his work in
THEA 476: Independent Study in Performance. And come back on Dec. 6 for the
THEA 476: Independent Study in Performance. And come back on Dec. 6 for the
Lighting Design Showcase, on Dec. 11 for the Art of Acting Showcase, and on Dec. 12
for a joint showcase event featuring the students in Improvisation for the Actor and the
Playwriting Workshop!
Contact: Miriam Thomas
Email: thomasmh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4940
 
Announcements
Last day to submit MLK Day proposals
Details: Wofford's MLK Day Planning Committee wants Monday, Jan. 21, 2019 to be a
vibrant, multi-faceted celebration of Dr. King's ideals and values at Wofford; with broad,
multicultural leadership and participation; and lots of learning and celebration
opportunities. But, we need your help. Please submit your project proposals before
midnight tonight, at: https://wofford.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6Vx2lgnm10ahKzH
Thank you!
Contact: James Stukes
Email: stukesje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4406
Dodgeball Sign Ups
Details: Intramural Dodgeball sign ups are live! Dodgeball will take place during Interim.
Follow the link below to register your team. Sign ups will be active until 12:00 PM on
Thursday, Dec. 6. https://goo.gl/forms/icE7ftc2zUdeIi2B2 
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Canceled: CBS News chief White House correspondent Major Garrett 
Details: This event has been canceled and will be rescheduled at a later date.
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4180
Winter Lighting Shirts
Details: Didn't get a Winter Lighting shirt? We will be taking orders for anyone who is
interested! Please fill out the information in the link below by Friday, Dec. 7. Shirts will
be $15.00 each.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSelppSfwuXSLnCKwnBXImyMRS_YdYcw
vddvIier5hzcq4K0sg/viewform?usp=pp_url 
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randal1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, December 4, 2018
Date: December 4, 2018 at 8:38 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, December 4,
2018
 
Today's Events
Aqua Massage
First interim meetings from 11-12 today
Gleaning: the practice of collecting excess foods from gardens, farms, farmers
markets, grocers to provide it to those in need
Today's Fitness Classes
Women's Basketball | 6 pm
Procrastination Tuesday
Upcoming Events
The Origins of ISIS
College Town: Downtown Starbucks & Skating on the Square
Drop-in dinner with the visiting Spanish faculty
Study Break: Trail Mix Bar
Ms. Cathy's Pancake Palooza @Finite
Announcements
Dodgeball Sign Ups
Aspen Summer Internships Information Sessions
Tanzania Applications located in The Space
 
 
Today's Events
Aqua Massage
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 10:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Finals week is coming up. Join us for a study break with Aqua Massage from 10
a.m. - 2 p.m. There will be hydrotherapy massage waterbeds, upright spinal back
massagers, massage pillows, and therapeutic foot massagers. Sponsored by WAC.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
First interim meetings from 11-12 today
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 11:00:00 AM
Location: Various rooms
Cost: 
Details: Some interim courses will hold their first meeting from 11-12 today. If the
professors are holding a session for their class, attendance is mandatory for students
enrolled in the course. (Students abroad are the exception to this attendance expectation:
they should contact their professor ASAP to find out needed information from the
meeting.) The list of classes that are holding meetings today and the locations for those
meetings are here:
http://www.wofford.edu/uploadedFiles/interim/new/Locations%20for%201st%20interim
%20meeting.pdf
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Email: andersonak@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4561
Gleaning: the practice of collecting excess foods from gardens, farms, farmers
markets, grocers to provide it to those in need
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 2:30:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join ENVS 334 for a screening of "The Gleaners and I," a documentary film,
followed by a discussion with friends from Ruth's Gleanings and Atlas Organics. Snacks
gleaned from the ENVS 334 Principles of Sustainable Agriculture garden plots.
Contact: Amy Telligman
Email: telligmanal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4494
Today's Fitness Classes
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff Yoga @11:30, Yoga @ 4:30, Pilates @ 5:00, Ab-Lab
@ 5:30, High-Intensity Interval Training [HIIT] @ 6:00!
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Women's Basketball | 6 pm
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: Free
Details: Women's Basketball hosts TONIGHT at 6 p.m.! There will be FREE Christmas
shirts for the FIRST 125 students at the game! Bring your jolly holiday spirit and we'll see
shirts for the FIRST 125 students at the game! Bring your jolly holiday spirit and we'll see
you at the game! 
Contact: Madison Hedding
Email: heddingmm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4023 
Procrastination Tuesday 
Date/Time: 12/4/2018 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin
Cost: Free
Details: Everyone procrastinates so why not do it as a group, come enjoy the last
procrastination Tuesday of the semester with members of the Geek guild as we watch the
first few episodes some different shows. All are invited to attend.
Contact: Christopher Michael Overton
Email: overtoncm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-510-1997
 
Upcoming Events
The Origins of ISIS
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 9:30:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Phil Dorroll will end his Religion 221 course with two lectures on the origins
of jihadist terrorism in the Middle East. Open to all members of the Wofford community.
Questions welcome, and no background in the subject is required. The lecture on
Wednesday will be on the origins of ISIS, and will be repeated at 11:30 a.m.
Contact: Philip Dorroll
Email: dorrollpc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4563
College Town: Downtown Starbucks & Skating on the Square
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 4:00:00 PM
Location: Downtown Spartanburg
Cost: Free
Details: This event will take place from 4 - 7 p.m., on Dec. 5. Students will receive free
hot chocolate, coffee, cakes, door prizes, and more. There will be live entertainment and
students can take advantage of discounted skating on the square.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Drop-in dinner with the visiting Spanish faculty
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 5:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell Bldg.
Location: Burwell Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Are you planning to study abroad in Alicante or Granada, Spain in the spring?
Are you interested in possibly studying abroad in Alicante or Granada in the future? Our
visiting international faculty from Spain, Antonio Rodriguez (from IES Granada) and
Alberto Pastor (from CIEE Alicante) will be available on Wednesday, Dec. 5 in Burwell
from 5 - 6 p.m., to speak with you about their respective programs, answer your study
abroad questions, and/or chat with you in Spanish, if you would like. Please drop by their
table in Burwell--look for the Spanish flag--at your convenience.
Contact: Camille Bethea
Email: betheacl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4514
Study Break: Trail Mix Bar 
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 7:30:00 PM
Location: Great Oaks Hall 
Cost: Free 
Details: As finals are approaching The Office of Residence Life would like for you to
take some time to take a break. Join us for a study break on Wednesday, Dec. 5, from 7:30
- 8:30 p.m in Great Oaks Hall. There will be trail mix bar with a variety of different items
to make your own personal trail mix. 
Contact: Talicia Murphy
Email: murphyti@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4061
Ms. Cathy's Pancake Palooza @Finite
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III
Cost: Free
Details: Finite is providing the classic pancake toppings bar cooked fresh-to-order by our
very own Ms. Cathy so come take a pancake study break to hang with your friends and
show Ms. Cathy how much Wofford loves and appreciates her. Everyone is welcome.
Have a grandly phenomenal day.
Contact: Leah Wilson
Email: wilsonlc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-429-9115
 
Announcements
Dodgeball Sign Ups
Details: Intramural Dodgeball sign ups are live! Dodgeball will take place during Interim.
Follow the link below to register your team. Sign ups will be active until 12:00 PM on
Thursday, Dec. 6. https://goo.gl/forms/icE7ftc2zUdeIi2B2 
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Aspen Summer Internships Information Sessions
Details: Former Aspen interns will be set up in Acorn Cafe this week to talk with any
interested students regarding their experience and to answer any questions. Today Anna
Lee and Elena will be in Acorn from 8:00 to 9:30 a.m. Email Anna Lee at
schneideram@email.wofford.edu or Elena at hemlerswegmanek@email.wofford.edu if
you plan to attend
Contact: Anna Lee Schneider
Email: schneideram@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Tanzania Applications located in The Space
Details: Applications and fact sheets for the Tanzania Summer Internship program are
located in The Space. Applications are due Dec. 21. Email Rebecca Parker at
parkerrm@wofford.edu with any questions!
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
 
Lost and Found
Found: Found: A set of headphones found in Daniel 203. To claim, see Mrs. Blackwell in
the reception area on second floor.
Contact: Joyce Blackwell
Email: blackwelljg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4580
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM IT HELP CENTER: Wofford password information
Date: December 4, 2018 at 9:41 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford students, faculty and staff:
 
Your Wofford password is the first line of defense protecting information online. Wofford
ITS made a number of recent changes to improve Wofford password security, including
our new password reset system. Please note this information about your Wofford
password:
 
Never share your Wofford password with anyone.
Your Wofford password is good for up to six months.
You will begin receiving password reset emails two weeks before your password
expires.
Your Wofford password must be eight characters or longer, use upper and lower
case letters and include at least one number.
Wofford password reset prohibits using your name, birthdate, an old password or
the words “Wofford” or “Terrier.”
Wofford Information Technology Services staff will never ask you for your
password.
 
If you have questions or need help with your Wofford password, please contact the IT
Help Center at 864-597-4357 or help@wofford.edu.
 
Thank You,
Kashalett Foster
Director of IT Help Center
Wofford
429 N. Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303
 
Phone:  864-597-4279
fosterky@wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, December 5, 2018
Date: December 5, 2018 at 8:48 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, December
5, 2018
 
Today's Events
College Town: Downtown Starbucks & Skating on the Square
Today's Fitness Classes
Drop-in dinner with the visiting Spanish faculty
Study Break: Trail Mix Bar
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Upcoming Events
Back of the College Presentations
Men's Basketball | Thursday
JAM: Jesus and Music
Psychology Kingdom Presents: Student Science Presentations
Ms. Cathy's Pancake Palooza @Finite
5th Annual Diaper Derby
Announcements
Dodgeball Sign Ups
Winter Lighting Shirts
Aspen Summer Internships Information Session
Writing Center Hours
Leadership Wofford 2019
Hearts of Clay Mugs Are In
 
 
Today's Events
College Town: Downtown Starbucks & Skating on the Square
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 4:00:00 PM
Location: Downtown Spartanburg
Cost: Free
Details: This event will take place tonight from 4 - 7 p.m. Students will receive free hot
chocolate, coffee, cakes, door prizes, and more. There will be live entertainment and
students can take advantage of discounted skating on the square.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Today's Fitness Classes
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, High-Intensity Interval Training [HIIT] @
5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30, Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Drop-in dinner with the visiting Spanish faculty
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 5:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Are you planning to study abroad in Alicante or Granada, Spain in the spring?
Are you interested in possibly studying abroad in Alicante or Granada in the future? Our
visiting international faculty from Spain, Antonio Rodriguez (from IES Granada) and
Alberto Pastor (from CIEE Alicante) will be available on Wednesday, Dec. 5 in Burwell
from 5 - 6 p.m., to speak with you about their respective programs, answer your study
abroad questions, and/or chat with you in Spanish, if you would like. Please drop by their
table in Burwell--look for the Spanish flag--at your convenience.
Contact: Camille Bethea
Email: betheacl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: -4514
Study Break: Trail Mix Bar 
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 7:30:00 PM
Location: Great Oaks Hall 
Cost: Free
Details: As finals are approaching The Office of Residence Life would like for you to
take some time to take a break. Join us for a study break on Wednesday, Dec. 5, from 7:30
p.m. - 8:30 p.m in Great Oaks Hall. There will be trail mix bar with a variety of different
items to make your own personal trail mix.
Contact: Talicia Murphy
Email: murphyti@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4061
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 7:30:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: The Theatre Department closes its fall season with four special events designed
to showcase the work our students have completed this semester in several of their
performance and design classes. All of these events are free and open to the public, and
all will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre. Join us on Dec.
5 for The August Wilson Project by Khalil Gamble ('20), the culmination of his work in
THEA 476: Independent Study in Performance. And come back on Dec. 6 for the
Lighting Design Showcase, on Dec. 11 for the Art of Acting Showcase, and on Dec. 12
for a joint showcase event featuring the students in Improvisation for the Actor and the
Playwriting Workshop!
Contact: Miriam Thomas
Email: thomasmh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4940
Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Date/Time: 12/5/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us for our weekly Campus Outreach meeting! There will be time to
meet others, hang out and eat snacks. Come see what (and who) we are all about and give
us a chance to get to know you too. Check out the instagram @co_wofford to get info and
updates.
Contact: Katie Allison
Email: allisonke@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-395-1318
 
Upcoming Events
Back of the College Presentations
Date/Time: 12/6/2018 1:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for student presentations about the African American
neighborhood that used to exist behind Wofford. Student groups will present findings
about various aspects of the Back of the College history, including what it was like to
grow up in the neighborhood, what Sundays were like, what community was like, and
what sort of interaction occurred between Wofford and the neighborhood.
Contact: Jim Neighbors
Email: neighborsjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4608
Men's Basketball | Thursday
Date/Time: 12/6/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Cost: 
Details: Men's basketball hosts Kentucky Christian this Thursday at 7 p.m. The
Goldtones will be performing the pregame national anthem and Christmas songs at
halftime!
Contact: Jake Farkas
Email: farkasjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
JAM: Jesus and Music
Date/Time: 12/6/2018 8:00:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Would it take a miracle to make it through finals? We can't promise that but we
can promise music and fellowship. Come worship with us and wear a Christmas sweater!
Contact: Braden Dowdy
Email: dowdybj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 229-220-1570
Psychology Kingdom Presents: Student Science Presentations
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 2:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come support Wofford students who will present their senior thesis research or
other empirical projects. This is a must-see for students who will eventually make a
scientific presentation - learn some tips from your fellow classmates! Snacks in the Olin
Lobby at 1:45 p.m., with presentations 2 - 3:30 p.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Ms. Cathy's Pancake Palooza @Finite
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III
Cost: Free
Details: Finite is providing the classic pancake toppings bar cooked fresh-to-order by our
very own Ms. Cathy so come take a pancake study break to hang with your friends and
show Ms. Cathy how much Wofford loves and appreciates her. Everyone is welcome.
Have a grandly phenomenal day.
Contact: Leah Wilson
Email: wilsonlc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-429-9115
5th Annual Diaper Derby
Date/Time: 12/9/2018 2:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson indoor Stadium
Cost: Free
Details: Our 5th annual Diaper Derby race will be at halftime of this Sunday's 2 p.m.
basketball game. Registration includes up to four free tickets to the game, and up to eight
basketball game. Registration includes up to four free tickets to the game, and up to eight
crawlers will have the chance to win one $25 Amazon gift card. Call 864-597-4110 or
email Jake Farkas (farkasjr@wofford.edu) to register!
Contact: Jake Farkas
Email: farkasjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
 
Announcements
Dodgeball Sign Ups
Details: Intramural Dodgeball sign ups are live! Dodgeball will take place during Interim.
Follow the link below to register your team. Sign ups will be active until 12:00 PM on
Thursday, December 6. https://goo.gl/forms/icE7ftc2zUdeIi2B2 
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Winter Lighting Shirts
Details: Didn't get a Winter Lighting shirt? We will be taking orders for anyone who is
interested! Please fill out the information in the link below by Friday, Dec. 7. Shirts will
be $15.00 each.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSelppSfwuXSLnCKwnBXImyMRS_YdYcw
vddvIier5hzcq4K0sg/viewform?usp=pp_url
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Aspen Summer Internships Information Session
Details: Former Aspen interns will be set up in Acorn Cafe this week to talk with any
interested students regarding their experience and to answer any questions. Today Anna
Lee and Elena will be in Acorn from 6 - 7:30 p.m. Email Anna Lee at
schneideram@email.wofford.edu or Elena at hemlerswegmanek@email.wofford.edu if
you plan to attend
Contact: Anna Lee Schneider
Email: schneideram@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Writing Center Hours
Details: The Writing Center will be open during its regular hours this week, including
Sunday night from 7 - 10 p.m. We'll be closed during exam week and during the interim
(except by special arrangement with Dr. Trakas).
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Leadership Wofford 2019
Details: The Office of Student Affairs is accepting applicants to be a part of the 2019
Leadership Wofford cohort. This year's cohort experience will be during the last weekend
in January. The dates for Leadership Wofford are Friday, Jan. 25 through Sat., Jan. 26.
Each participant will be able to choose between great speakers and sessions, as well as
being provided meals for both of those days. Leadership Wofford is a chance to gain new
knowledge and skills that will help you in your leadership, while networking with staff
and fellow students. We hope you will consider being a part of this year's cohort. If you
should have any questions or concerns, please contact co-chairs, Dylan Lawing
(lawingdr@wofford.edu) or Dean Demario Watts (wattsdl@wofford.edu). Link to the
application: https://tinyurl.com/woffordlw ?
Contact: Demario Watts
Email: wattsdl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4066
Hearts of Clay Mugs Are In 
Details: If you painted a mug with Hearts of Clay, your mug is ready to be picked up.
Please stop by Alexa Rand's office (Office #19 on the 2nd floor of the Campus Life
Building) to get your finished product.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: NayefandPremaSamhat NayefandPremaSamhat@wofford.edu
Subject: REMINDER TO FACULTY AND STAFF: Join us for Holiday Thirsty Thursday Dec. 6 at the President's House
Date: December 5, 2018 at 10:25 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO RSVP to Amanda Gilman at gilmanaf@wofford.edu!
 
From: President Samhat President@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Updated version with corrected dates
Date: December 5, 2018 at 10:50 AM
To: FacultyDL FacultyDL@wofford.edu
Dear Faculty,
 
Nominations for the 2019-20 Presidential International Scholar are now being accepted until Dec.
14th. For those unfamiliar with this unique opportunity, the Presidential International Scholar is
selected by the President of the College as the student deemed to be most likely to benefit mankind
by traits of leadership, scholarship, cross-cultural awareness and creativity. The scholarship is
designed as an opportunity to study overseas while focusing on a topic of the student’s own
choosing. The student seeks academic and logistical support through a Wofford faculty research
mentor and Wofford’s partners abroad.
 
The particular emphasis of each scholar’s research should be carefully crafted in consultation with
his or her chosen faculty mentor during the semester preceding the term abroad. Deliverables can
include essays and other scholarly and/or creative work as determined by the mentor and approved
by the President. The distribution of academic credits depends on the emphasis of each scholar’s
project. Credits are awarded by Wofford and thus are included in the computation of the
cumulative grade-point averages of those students. Financial aid may be applied toward program
costs and other educational expenses.
 
Typically the scholar is in the Junior year when selected and studies overseas during the Fall and
Interim of the Senior year. Traditionally the Presidential Scholar has been selected to participate in
the Presidential Seminar during the last semester on campus.
 
The Scholar will be selected to allow plenty of time for preparations of a logistical and academic
nature during the spring 2020 semester.
 
Thank you for taking the time to nominate a deserving student. I look forward to your
submissions.
 
Nayef
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM JASON BURR: Retirement drop-in for Tom Rocks, Wednesday, Dec. 12
Date: December 5, 2018 at 10:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford faculty, staff and students,
 
Tom Rocks, director of the physical plant, will retire Jan. 2 from full-time work at
Wofford. We will host a drop-in to honor Tom from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 12 in
the Papadopoulos Room. Everyone is invited and encouraged to attend.
 
Many of the magnificent facilities we enjoy on campus today are a direct result of Tom’s
attention to detail, dedication to Wofford and passion for excellence as he spent decades
working hand-in-hand with the late Roger Milliken, Wofford trustees and staff.
 
Tom has spent 28 years meticulously planning and directing construction, renovations
and expansions on campus, making Wofford the beautiful campus it is today. When Tom
first began at Wofford in 1990, the college was smaller than 80 acres and had fewer than
25 buildings. Today, Wofford consists of more than 70 buildings and encompasses more
than 200 acres. Tom and his terrific wife, Pat, have ensured his care for the college
facilities will carry on for many generations by establishing and funding the campus
maintenance endowment program. 
 
Please come by Dec. 12 to thank my friend and mentor, Tom Rocks, for his service and
dedication to Wofford College and to wish him well in the future.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jason Burr
Associate vice president of facilities and capital projects
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, December 6, 2018
Date: December 6, 2018 at 9:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, December 6, 2018
Today's Events
Back of the College Presentations
Today's Fitness Classes
Men's Basketball vs. KCU | 7 PM
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Upcoming Events
Psychology Kingdom Presents: Student Science Presentations
Christmas Concert
Ms. Cathy's Pancake Palooza @Finite
5th Annual Diaper Derby
Late-night Breakfast at Burwell
NBA Game: Charlotte Hornets vs. Phoenix Suns
Announcements
Dodgeball Sign Ups
Aspen Summer Internship Information Sessions
Tanzania Internship Applications in The Space
Leadership Wofford 2019!
Hearts of Clay Mugs Are In!
Nurse Practitioner Schedule 
Need help getting home?
RUF Lunch 
RUF Lunch 
Summer Internship Stipend Applications
Today's Events
Back of the College Presentations
Date/Time: 12/6/2018 1:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 12/6/2018 1:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for student presentations about the African American neighborhood
that used to exist behind Wofford. Student groups will present findings about various aspects
of the Back of the College history, including what it was like to grow up in the
neighborhood, what Sundays were like, what community was like, and what sort of
interaction occurred between Wofford and the neighborhood.
Contact: Jim Neighbors
Email: neighborsjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 8645974608
Today's Fitness Classes
Date/Time: 12/6/2018 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff Yoga @11:30, Yoga @ 4:30, Pilates @ 5:00, Ab-Lab
@ 5:30, High-Intensity Interval Training [HIIT] @ 6:00!
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Men's Basketball vs. KCU | 7 PM
Date/Time: 12/6/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Students: wear white! Men's basketball hosts Kentucky Christian tonight at 7 p.m.
The Goldtones will be performing the pregame national anthem and Christmas songs at
halftime!
Contact: Jake Farkas
Email: farkasjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Date/Time: 12/6/2018 7:30:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: The Theatre Department closes its fall season with a series of special events
designed to showcase the work our students have completed this semester in several of their
performance and design classes. All of these events are free and open to the public, and all
will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre. Join us tonight for
the Lighting Design Showcase, on Dec. 11 for the Art of Acting Showcase, and on Dec. 12
for a joint showcase event featuring the students in Improvisation for the Actor and the
Playwriting Workshop!
Contact: Miriam Thomas
Email: thomasmh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4940
Upcoming Events
Psychology Kingdom Presents: Student Science Presentations
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 2:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come support Wofford students who will present their senior thesis research or
other empirical projects. This is a must-see for students who will eventually make a
scientific presentation - learn some tips from your fellow classmates! Snacks in the Olin
Lobby at 1:45 p.m. with presentations 2-3:30 p.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Christmas Concert
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Singers, Goldtones and Wofford Men will present their annual Christmas
Concert Friday, Dec. 7, at 7 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. The concert will include many
traditional Christmas Carols as well as some modern Christmas repertoire. The event is free
and open to the public.
Contact: Christi Sellars
Email: sellarscv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4604
Ms. Cathy's Pancake Palooza @Finite
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III
Cost: FREE
Details: Finite is providing the classic pancake toppings bar cooked fresh-to-order by our
very own Ms. Cathy so come take a pancake study break to hang with your friends and
show Ms. Cathy how much Wofford loves and appreciates her. Everyone is welcome. Have
a grandly phenomenal day.
Contact: Leah Wilson
Email: wilsonlc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 8644299115
5th Annual Diaper Derby
Date/Time: 12/9/2018 2:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: Free
Details: Our 5th annual Diaper Derby race will be at halftime of this Sunday's 2 p.m.
Details: Our 5th annual Diaper Derby race will be at halftime of this Sunday's 2 p.m.
basketball game! Registration includes up to four free tickets to the game, and up to eight
crawlers will have the chance to win one $25 Amazon gift card. Call 864-597-4110 or email
Jake Farkas (farkasjr@wofford.edu) to register!
Contact: Jake Farkas
Email: farkasjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Late-night Breakfast at Burwell
Date/Time: 12/10/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Take a break from studying for free Late-night Breakfast at Burwell from 9-11 p.m.
on Monday, Dec. 10! Sponsored by WAC and AVI.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
NBA Game: Charlotte Hornets vs. Phoenix Suns
Date/Time: 1/19/2019 12:45:00 PM
Location: Spectrum Center in Charlotte, NC
Cost: $10
Details: This event is available to the first 50 students who sign up. The cost is $10. This
event includes a Hornets t-shirt, lunch prior to the game (pizza and refreshments), and a
charter bus trip to and from the Spectrum Center in Charlotte, NC. The start time for the
game is 5:00pm, but students will also have access to the pre-game shoot-around at 2:45
p.m. before doors open to the public. The bus will leave around 12:45 p.m. Please email
Alexa Rand to sign up.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Announcements
Dodgeball Sign Ups
Details: Intramural Dodgeball sign ups are live! Dodgeball will take place during Interim.
Follow the link below to register your team. Sign ups will be active until noon
TODAY. https://goo.gl/forms/icE7ftc2zUdeIi2B2 
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Aspen Summer Internship Information Sessions
Details: Former Aspen interns will be set up in Acorn Cafe this week to talk with any
Details: Former Aspen interns will be set up in Acorn Cafe this week to talk with any
interested students regarding their experience and to answer any questions. Today Anna Lee
and Elena will be in Acorn from noon to 1 p.m. and again from 5 to 6 p.m. Email Anna Lee
at schneideram@email.wofford.edu or Elena at hemlerswegmanek@email.wofford.edu if
you plan to attend.
Contact: Anna Lee Schneider
Email: schneideram@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Tanzania Internship Applications in The Space
Details: Applications and fact sheets for the Tanzania Summer Internship program are
located in The Space. Applications are due Dec. 21. Email Rebecca Parker
at parkerrm@wofford.edu with any questions!
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Leadership Wofford 2019!
Details: The Office of Student Affairs is accepting applicants to be a part of the 2019
Leadership Wofford cohort. This year's cohort experience will be during the last weekend in
January. The dates for Leadership Wofford are Friday, Jan. 25, through Saturday, Jan. 26.
Each participant will be able to choose between great speakers and sessions, as well as being
provided meals for both of those days. Leadership Wofford is a chance to gain new
knowledge and skills that will help you in your leadership, while networking with staff and
fellow students. We hope you will consider being a part of this year's cohort. If you should
have any questions or concerns, please contact co-chairs, Dylan Lawing
(lawingdr@wofford.edu) or Dean Demario Watts (wattsdl@wofford.edu). Link to the
application: https://tinyurl.com/woffordlw. ?
Contact: Demario Watts
Email: wattsdl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4066
Hearts of Clay Mugs Are In!
Details: If you painted a mug with Hearts of Clay, your mug is ready to be picked up. Please
stop by Alexa Rand's office (Office #19 on the 2nd floor of the Campus Life Building) to get
your finished product.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Nurse Practitioner Schedule 
Details: The Nurse Practitioner will be out of the office Thursday, Dec. 13, through
Monday, Dec. 17. If you need a prescription or prescription refill please make an
appointment by Tuesday, Dec. 11.
Contact: Pamela Michaels
Email: michaelspl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Need help getting home?
Need help getting home?
Details: Having trouble getting home as the semester ends? Please contact Rev. Ron
at chaplain@wofford.edu by 1 p.m. Monday to discuss your situation.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
RUF Lunch 
Details: Drop by Burwell from 11 a.m.- 1 p.m. to enjoy your lunch with fellow students and
the campus minister of RUF. There's no agenda, just good company and conversation. We
hope to see you there!
Contact: Spanky Hubbard
Email: hubbardsl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-319-6360
RUF Lunch 
Details: Drop by Burwell from 11 a.m.- 1 p.m. to enjoy your lunch with fellow students and
the campus minister of RUF. There's no agenda, just good company and conversation. We
hope to see you there!
Contact: Spanky Hubbard
Email: hubbardsl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-319-6360
Summer Internship Stipend Applications
Details: Applications for summer internship stipends are now available! Applications can
be picked up in The Space. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: Parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications
at:http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go
to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM THE PROVOST: Wofford welcomes Rebecca Raulerson Parrish '99 as grant specialist
Date: December 6, 2018 at 10:46 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford faculty and staff:
I am pleased to announce that Rebecca Raulerson Parrish, Wofford class of 1999, has
been named grant specialist, working in the Office of the Provost. Rebecca primarily will
work with faculty to secure major grant funding for faculty and student research across
disciplines.
 
Rebecca has hit the floor running, working with Michelle Smith, who remains an active
partner in grants. This team already is seeing major results, and I know there is more to
come.
 
Rebecca majored in English and Spanish with a concentration in Latin
American and Caribbean Studies while at Wofford. She received a master’s degree of
liberal arts in English from Converse College.
 
Previously, she was director of grants at the Spartanburg Community College
Foundation and served as the program liaison for Women Giving, a program of the
Spartanburg County Foundation. She also operated her own consulting firm, Five Twenty
Consulting LLC, assisting nonprofit organizations with planning and facilitation of
strategic initiatives. Rebecca also previously was coordinator of the Healthy Kids program
for Partners for Active Living, development director for Omni Montessori School in
Charlotte, executive director of AccessHealth Spartanburg Inc. and assistant director of
the Preservation Trust of Spartanburg. She brings 19 years of experience in nonprofit
leadership, education, higher education and community development. She is married to
Remsen B. Parrish, Wofford class of 2000, and they have one son.
 
You can reach out to Rebecca to welcome her and for assistance with grants via email
at parrishrr@wofford.edu, phone at ext. 4215 or in person in room 109 in the Montgomery
Music Building.
 
Please join me in welcoming Rebecca back to Wofford.
 
Best,
Mike Sosulski
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, December 7, 2018
Date: December 7, 2018 at 8:56 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, December 7,
2018
 
Today's Events
Psychology Kingdom Presents: Student Science Presentations
This Weekend's Fitness Classes
Christmas Concert
Ms. Cathy's Pancake Palooza @Finite
SENIORS: last day for yearbook quote
Upcoming Events
Late-night Breakfast at Burwell
Dog Therapy
NBA Game: Charlotte Hornets vs. Phoenix Suns
Announcements
Writing Center Hours
Leadership Wofford 2019
Nurse Practitioner Schedule
Need help getting home?
Daily Announcements
Math Tutoring Lab
Operation Christmas Child
Mental Health First Aid Certification
 
 
Today's Events
Psychology Kingdom Presents: Student Science Presentations
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 2:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come support Wofford students who will present their senior thesis research or
other empirical projects. This is a must-see for students who will eventually make a
scientific presentation - learn some tips from your fellow classmates! Snacks in the Olin
Lobby at 1:45 p. m. with presentations 2 - 3:30 p.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
This Weekend's Fitness Classes
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Friday: High-Intensity Interval Training [HIIT] @ 4:00, Yoga @ 4:30, Ab-Lab @
5:00, Afrobeat @ 5:30 Saturday: Boot Camp @ 11:00, Buns of Steel @ 11:30 Sunday:
Boot Camp @ 4:00, Afrobeat @ 4:30, Buns of Steel @ 5:00
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Christmas Concert
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Singers, Goldtones and Wofford Men will present their annual
Christmas Concert Friday, Dec. 7, at 7 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. The concert will
include many traditional Christmas Carols as well as some modern Christmas repertoire.
The event is free and open to the public.
Contact: Christi Sellars
Email: sellarscv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4604
Ms. Cathy's Pancake Palooza @Finite
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III
Cost: Free
Details: TONIGHT: Finite is providing the classic pancake toppings bar cooked fresh-to-
order by our very own Ms. Cathy so come take a pancake study break to hang with your
friends and show Ms. Cathy how much Wofford loves and appreciates her. Everyone is
welcome. Have a grandly phenomenal day.
Contact: Leah Wilson
Email: wilsonlc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-429-9115
SENIORS: last day for yearbook quote
Date/Time: 12/7/2018 11:50:00 PM
Location: On Line
Cost: 5 minutes
Details: Today is the final day to submit your yearbook quote. Please follow this link to
submit your quote: https://goo.gl/forms/vet2VboZV770q4CH2. Your quote can be funny,
inspiring, or some random thing your friend said last week, just keep it short (2 sentences)
inspiring, or some random thing your friend said last week, just keep it short (2 sentences)
and appropriate. 
Contact: Leah Wilson
Email: wilsonlc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-429-9115
 
Upcoming Events
Late-night Breakfast at Burwell
Date/Time: 12/10/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Take a break from studying for free Late-night Breakfast at Burwell from 9-11
p.m., on Monday, Dec. 10! Sponsored by WAC and AVI.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Dog Therapy 
Date/Time: 12/12/2018 5:00:00 PM
Location: Sandor Tezsler Library
Cost: Free
Details: Missing your dog? Come visit therapy dogs Wednesday, Dec. 12, 5-6:30 p.m., in
the library. 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvreLM@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-579-4370
NBA Game: Charlotte Hornets vs. Phoenix Suns
Date/Time: 1/19/2019 12:45:00 PM
Location: Spectrum Center in Charlotte, NC
Cost: $10
Details: This event is available to the first 50 students who sign up. The cost is $10. This
event includes a Hornets t-shirt, lunch prior to the game (pizza and refreshments), and a
charter bus trip to and from the Spectrum Center in Charlotte, NC. The start time for the
game is 5 p.m., but students will also have access to the pre-game shoot-around at 2:45
p.m., before doors open to the public. The bus will leave around 12:45 p.m. Please email
Alexa Rand to sign up. 
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
 
Announcements
Writing Center Hours
Details: The Writing Center will be open during its regular hours this week, including
Sunday night from 7:00 to 10:00. We'll be closed during exam week and during the
interim (except by special arrangement with Dr. Trakas).
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Leadership Wofford 2019
Details: The Office of Student Affairs is accepting applicants to be a part of the 2019
Leadership Wofford cohort. This year's cohort experience will be during the last weekend
in January. The dates for Leadership Wofford are Friday, Jan. 25 through Saturday, Jan.
26. Each participant will be able to choose between great speakers and sessions, as well as
being provided meals for both of those days. Leadership Wofford is a chance to gain new
knowledge and skills that will help you in your leadership, while networking with staff
and fellow students. We hope you will consider being a part of this year's cohort. If you
should have any questions or concerns, please contact co-chairs, Dylan Lawing
(lawingdr@wofford.edu) or Dean Demario Watts (wattsdl@wofford.edu). Link to the
application: https://tinyurl.com/woffordlw. 
Contact: Demario Watts
Email: wattsdl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4066
Nurse Practitioner Schedule 
Details: The Nurse Practitioner will be out of the office Thursday, Dec. 13 through
Monday, Dec. 17. If you need a prescription or prescription refill please make an
appointment by Tuesday, Dec. 11.
Contact: Pamela Michaels
Email: michaelspl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Need help getting home?
Details: Having trouble getting home as the semester ends? Please contact Rev. Ron at
chaplain@wofford.edu by 1 p.m. Wednesday to discuss your situation.
Contact: Ron Robinson
Email: chaplain@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Daily Announcements
Details: The last day for daily announcements will be Friday, Dec. 14. Daily
Announcements will resume on Thursday, January 3.
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184
Math Tutoring Lab
Details: Tutors will be available in the Math Lab only Sunday and Monday of exam
week. As of Tuesday, Math Lab will be closed until next semester.
Contact: Sharyn Pittman
Email: pittmanSN@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 2546
Operation Christmas Child
Details: Psychology Kingdom is hosting Operation Christmas Child on Tuesday, Dec. 11,
and Wednesday, Dec. 12, in the Psychology Suite from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. The boxes,
present stuffers and wrapping paper will all be provided! All you have to do is show up
and pack a gift for a child in need!
Contact: Caitlin Shealy
Email: shealycr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-466-7350
Mental Health First Aid Certification
Details: The Wellness Center will be offering free certifications in Mental Health First
Aid during Interim! It is an 8-hour class split into 2 days. The afternoon classes will be
held Jan. 8 and 10, from 1-5 p.m., and the morning classes will be held Jan. 15 and 17,
from 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Sign up for the afternoon class at this link:
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0f48a5a92ca0f58-mental1. Sign up for the morning
class at this link: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0f48a5a92ca0f58-mental 
Contact: Lauren Hultstrand
Email: hultstrandlk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864597-4375
 
Lost and Found
Found: Digital caliper found in a classroom in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center
for the Arts. Please contact Miriam Thomas to claim.
Contact: Miriam Thomas
Email: thomasmh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4940
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Potential winter weather
Date: December 7, 2018 at 3:31 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Campus Community
Re:       Potential Winter Weather
 
The National Weather Service has issued a winter storm watch for our area from
Saturday evening (Dec. 8) through Monday morning (Dec. 10). Rain on Saturday is
expected to turn to snow in the early morning hours of Sunday, with forecasts of rain,
freezing rain and sleet, then snow and sleet in the afternoon into Monday morning.
Accumulation predictions vary by location.
 
We are monitoring the forecasts as they continue to change throughout the day today
and Saturday, and we are developing a contingency plan for exams scheduled for
Monday should the weather necessitate a delay or closure. We will communicate with the
campus community on Sunday afternoon regarding plans for Monday.
 
PLEASE MONITOR YOUR WOFFORD EMAIL FOR AN UPDATE ON SUNDAY
AFTERNOON. This will be the official way the college will inform campus about the
plans; information also will be posted on the Wofford website.
 
FOOD SERVICE NOTE: All Monday meals will be held in the Burwell Dining Hall
ONLY. No other dining venues will be open on Monday. (This is the case whether
the exam schedule changes or remains the same.)
 
FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS are reminded to take no undue risk to travel to
campus. You should contact your supervisor or professor, as appropriate, if you are
unable to report if campus is open or if opening is delayed.
 
We caution students, faculty and staff to be aware of falling ice from trees, buildings and
building awnings on campus, and of tree branches that may fall or become downed due
to the ice/snow or the wind. Our facilities staff will work diligently to clear major sidewalks
and roads/drives through campus as necessary, but please be cautious when walking or
driving on campus. We urge you to stay indoors as much as possible during inclement
weather, and we urge students to remain on campus rather than risk taking vehicles on
hazardous roads.
 
Students are reminded that they will have NO access to any of the campus athletics
facilities for sledding or other similar activities. Students also are reminded that they are
NOT ALLOWED to pull anyone or anything behind their vehicles in the ice and snow.
These activities are dangerous, and we have had a number of accidents and injuries in
the past.
 
Please report any problems to Campus Safety at 864-597-4911.
 
Again, please be sure to CHECK YOUR WOFFORD EMAIL on SUNDAY afternoon
for updates regarding Monday’s schedule.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO CAMPUS: Campus closed Monday, exams rescheduled
Date: December 9, 2018 at 1:16 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:          Wofford Campus Community
Re:         Campus closed Monday, exams rescheduled
 
Wofford College will be CLOSED on Monday, Dec. 10, due to inclement weather, and
Monday exams will be rescheduled.
The National Weather Service says there is potential for more freezing rain/snow and
freezing temperatures overnight into Monday.
 
Exams scheduled for Monday will be held on this schedule:
 
Monday AM exams will be held 6-9 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 12.
Monday PM exams will be held 6-9 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 13.
 
We believe this adjustment is the least impactful and simplest resolution for maintaining
the integrity of exam week. Students for whom this adjusted schedule causes unforeseen
conflicts are encouraged to contact their professors as soon as possible, but should bear
in mind that completing final examinations in a timely manner is the top priority.
 
STAFF NOTE: ONLY ESSENTIAL STAFF should report to campus on Monday.
 
STAFF DEEMED ESSENTIAL by their supervisors should report to campus as directed
by their supervisors. You are reminded to take no undue risk to travel to campus. If you
are unable to report as scheduled, contact your supervisor.
 
FOOD SERVICE NOTE: All Monday meals will be held in the Burwell Dining Hall
ONLY. No other dining venues will be open on Monday.
 
We caution students, faculty and staff to be aware of falling ice from trees, buildings and
building awnings on campus, and of tree branches that may fall or become downed due
to the ice/snow or the wind. Our facilities staff continues to work diligently to clear major
sidewalks and roads/drives through campus as necessary, but please be cautious when
walking or driving on campus. We urge you to stay indoors as much as possible during
inclement weather, and we urge students to remain on campus rather than risk taking
vehicles on hazardous roads.
 
Students are reminded that they will have NO access to any of the campus athletics
facilities for sledding or other similar activities. Students also are reminded that they are
NOT ALLOWED to pull anyone or anything behind their vehicles in the ice and snow.
These activities are dangerous, and we have had a number of accidents and injuries in
the past.
 
Please report any problems to Campus Safety at 864-597-4911.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, December 10, 2018
Date: December 10, 2018 at 9:11 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, December 10,
2018
 
Today's Events
Campus Closed Today, Exams Rescheduled
Late-night Breakfast at Burwell
Announcements
Boren Scholarship Internal Deadline
Therapy Dogs, Cocoa, and Kind Bars
Nurse Practitioner Schedule
Mental Health First Aid Certification
Gift Collection for the Faculty Dining Room Staff
Sorority Recruitment Registration
Studying in the library during finals?
Enciphered Message to the Wofford Community
Koru Mindfulness
 
 
Today's Events
Campus Closed Today, Exams Rescheduled
Details: Wofford College will be CLOSED today, Monday, Dec 10, due to inclement
weather, and Monday exams are rescheduled. 
Exams scheduled for TODAY will be held on this scheduled:
-Monday AM exams will be held 6-9 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 12.
-Monday PM exams will be held 6-9 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 13.
We believe this adjustment is the least impactful and simplest resolution for maintaining
the integrity of exams week. Students for whom this adjusted schedule causes unforeseen
conflicts are encouraged to contact their professors as soon as possible, but should bear in
mind that completing final examinations in a timely manner is the top priority.
Staff Note: ONLY ESSENTIAL STAFF should report to campus TODAY.
STAFF DEEMED ESSENTIAL by their supervisors should report to campus as directed
by their supervisors. You are reminded to take no undue risk to travel to campus. If you
are unable to report as scheduled, contact your supervisor.
FOOD SERVICE NOTE: All Monday meals will be held in the Burwell Dining Hall
FOOD SERVICE NOTE: All Monday meals will be held in the Burwell Dining Hall
ONLY. No other dining venues will be open on Monday.
-We caution students, faculty and staff to be aware of the falling ice from trees, buildings
and building awnings on campus, and of tree branches that may fall or become downed
due to the ice/snow or the wind. Our facilities staff continues to work diligently to clear
major sidewalks and roads/drives through campus as necessary, but please be cautious
when walking or driving on campus. We urge you to stay indoors as much as possible
during inclement weather, and we urge students to remain on campus rather than risk
taking vehicles on hazardous roads.
-Students are reminded that they will have NO access to any of the campus athletics
facilities for sledding or other similar activities. Students are also reminded that they are
NOT ALLOWED to pull anyone or anything behind their vehicles in the ice and snow.
These activities are dangerous, and we have had a number of accidents and injuries in the
past.
-Please report any problems to Campus Safety at 864-597-4911
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Late-night Breakfast at Burwell
Date/Time: 12/10/2018 9:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Take a break from studying tonight for free Late-night Breakfast at Burwell from
9-11 p.m.! Sponsored by WAC and AVI.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
 
Announcements
Boren Scholarship Internal Deadline
Details: Boren Scholarships, an initiative of the National Security Education Program,
provide unique funding opportunities for U.S. undergraduate students to study less
commonly taught languages in world regions critical to U.S. interests, and
underrepresented in study abroad, including Africa, Asia, Central and Eastern Europe,
Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East. The countries of Western Europe, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand are excluded. Boren Scholars represent a vital pool of highly
motivated individuals who wish to work in the federal national security arena. In
exchange for funding, Boren Scholars commit to working in the federal government for at
least one year after graduation. Students interested in applying for this competitive
scholarship should contact Dean Amy Lancaster as soon as possible. The on-campus
deadline for 2019-20 Boren applications is Dec. 15. For more information, please see
http://www.borenawards.org/boren_scholarship/basics.html.
Contact: Amy Lancaster 
Email: lancasterae@wofford.edu
Email: lancasterae@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4430
Therapy Dogs, Cocoa, and Kind Bars 
Details: Take a study bring and swing by the library Dec. 12, from 4-5 p.m. for hot cocoa,
kind bars, and lots of dogs to love on! 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre 
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4367
Nurse Practitioner Schedule 
Details: The Nurse Practitioner will be out of the office Thursday, Dec. 13 through
Monday, Dec. 17. If you need a prescription or prescription refill please make an
appointment by Tuesday, Dec. 11.
Contact: Pamela Michaels
Email: michaelspl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Mental Health First Aid Certification
Details: The Wellness Center will be offering free certifications in Mental Health First
Aid during Interim! It is an 8-hour class split into 2 days. The afternoon classes will be
held Jan. 8 and 10 from 1-5 p.m., and the morning classes will be held Jan. 15 and 17,
from 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Sign up for the afternoon class at this link:
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0f48a5a92ca0f58-mental1 Sign up for the morning
class at this link: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0f48a5a92ca0f58-mental 
Contact: Lauren Hultstrand
Email: hultstrandlk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4375
Gift Collection for the Faculty Dining Room Staff
Details: It is that time of year again, to give back to your faculty dining room staff for the
excellent service they provide. Boxes will be in the following locations: Campus Post
Office, Roger Milliken Science Center (Ms. Roddy, Biology), Olin work room, Old Main
(Ms. Pesaro), & Daniel Building ROTC office, or you may send it to me in interoffice
mail. I can also accept Venmo (@MaryEdith-Stricklen) & google pay
(mrsstricklen1@gmail.com) for those wishing for electronic ease. Simon Stricklen will
also have a box at lunch from 11:30 a.m. - noon each day. Envelopes will be provided in
case you would like to designate the person(s) to whom your gift will go. Boxes will be
collected Wednesday Dec. 12. 
Contact: MaryEdith Stricklen
Email: stricklenmw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4332
Sorority Recruitment Registration
Details: The link for women to register for sorority recruitment is now live! When
selecting your t-shirt size, please be sure to pick the size that you would want to wear for
the first night of recruitment. Registration closes on Feb. 7! Find the link to register here,
on the Panhellenic instagram bio, and on the Wofford Greek Life webpage! Go Greek!!
https://enroll.icsrecruiter.com/pan/woffor#/enroll/enrollment-disclaimer
https://enroll.icsrecruiter.com/pan/woffor#/enroll/enrollment-disclaimer
Contact: Spanky Hubbard
Email: wocopanhellenic@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 803-319-6360
Studying in the library during finals?
Details: The library will be open until 2 a.m. through finals week. While you're studying,
remember to give your brain the gift of study breaks! There are lots of study breaks
planned on campus. In the library you will find puzzles, games, coloring pages, a
Motivation Wall where you can send messages to your friends, yourself, or the universe,
and on Wednesday at 4-5 p.m., you'll be able to cuddle with a therapy dog! New for finals
week is Bo the Betta fish, who lives in the New Books area. Say hi to Bo and feel your
stress melt away with the movements of his tiny majestic fins.
Contact: Missy Clapp
Email: clappmj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4303
Enciphered Message to the Wofford Community
Details: ENCRYPTED MESSAGE! At the end of this announcement are two things: 1.
An enciphered message to the Wofford community from Prof. Hagglund's cryptology
class. It consists of a list of numbers between braces. 2. An attached "notebook" of the
program Mathematica called DecipherClassMessageFcn.nb. If you are inclined to read the
message, the next time you're in the Olin building go to room 212 and use one of the
computers on the front wall that has Mathematica showing on the desktop. From your e-
mail go to this announcement message. Select and copy the list of numbers including the
braces, then double-click the attached notebook and follow its instructions to paste the
number list into the function and execute Shift-Return. 1. {43804357, 216936993,
291321155, 95994862, 90963589, 298479176, 151162363, 121912518, 41699243,
136384934, 165676152, 159545781, 122855283, 347878425, 136458403, 132374798,
290233695, 229839059, 67989289, 143727613, 30335991, 291321155, 143766379,
148282608, 159545781, 115913524, 243868456, 277054570, 61977349, 76503278,
132374798, 161421179, 173221636, 37294857, 9557313, 266989310, 241708349,
335985193, 341423976, 38697795, 132374798, 162972824, 102919076, 295128890}. 2.
See attachment 
Contact: Lee Haglund
Email: Hagglundlo@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4536
Koru Mindfulness
Details: Wellness center counselor, Perry Henson, will be offering Koru Mindfulness
courses! Classes will be Wednesdays during Interim: Jan. 9, 16, 23, and 30. Choose
morning (10-11:15 a.m.) or afternoon (2-3:15 p.m.) sessions. Sign up for the class at the
links below! Morning - https://koru.site/PHE1581 Afternoon - https://koru.site/PHE1582 
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: HensonPV@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4373
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE TO CAMPUS: Tuesday opening, exams on delayed schedule
Date: December 10, 2018 at 5:16 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Campus Community
Re:      Tuesday operations, exams delayed
 
Wofford College will operate on a DELAYED SCHEDULE on Tuesday, Dec. 11, due
to ongoing inclement weather, and Tuesday exams each will be delayed by one hour.
 
The National Weather Service reports the Spartanburg area will continue to
experience freezing temperatures overnight into early Tuesday morning with the potential
for widespread black ice on the roads, making early morning travel potentially dangerous
for faculty and staff.
 
Staff should report at 10 a.m.
 
Exams scheduled for Tuesday will be delayed by one hour and held on this
schedule: 
Tuesday AM exams will begin at 10 a.m. and end at 1 p.m.
Tuesday PM exams will begin at 3 p.m. and end at 6 p.m.
FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS are reminded to take no undue risk to travel to
campus. You should contact your supervisor or professor, as appropriate, if you are
unable to report.
 
FOOD SERVICE NOTE: Burwell Dining Hall will open at 8 a.m. and will remain open
for lunch until 2 p.m.
 
We caution students, faculty and staff to be aware of falling ice from trees, buildings and
building awnings on campus, and of tree branches that may fall or become downed due
to the ice/snow or the wind. Our facilities staff continues to work to keep major sidewalks
and roads/drives through campus clear, but please be cautious when walking or driving
on campus. We urge you to stay indoors as much as possible, and we urge students to
remain on campus rather than risk taking vehicles on hazardous roads.
 
Students are reminded that they will have NO access to any of the campus athletics
facilities for sledding or other similar activities. Students also are reminded that they are
NOT ALLOWED to pull anyone or anything behind their vehicles in the ice and snow.
These activities are dangerous, and we have had a number of accidents and injuries in
the past.
 
Please report any problems to Campus Safety at 864-597-4911.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FW: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, December 11, 2018
Date: December 11, 2018 at 8:41 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, December 11,
2018
 
Today's Events
Tuesday Operations, exams delayed
Operation Christmas Child
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Study Break Hosted by President and Mrs. Samhat
Announcements
Therapy Dogs, Cocoa, and Kind Bars
Leadership Wofford 2019
Mental Health First Aid Certification
Gift Collection for the Faculty Dining Room Staff
Koru Mindfulness
Wofford Christmas Basketball T Shirts
 
 
Today's Events
Tuesday Operations, exams delayed
Date/Time: 12/11/2018 8:00:00 AM
Location: Campus
Cost: n/a
Details: Wofford College will operate on a delayed scheduled today, Tuesday, Dec. 11,
due to ongoing inclement weather, and today's exams each will be delayed by one hour. 
Exams schedule for TODAY will be delayed by one hour and held on this schedule:
-Tuesday AM exams will begin at 10 a.m. and end at 1 p.m.
-Tuesday PM exams will begin at 3 p.m. and end at 6 p.m.
Staff should report at 10 a.m. Faculty, staff and students are reminded to take no undue
risk to travel to campus. You should contact your supervisor or professor, as appropriate,
if you are unable to report.
FOOD SERVICE NOTE: Burwell Dining Hall will open at 8 a.m. and will remain open
for lunch until 2 p.m.
for lunch until 2 p.m.
We caution students, faculty and staff to be aware of falling ice from trees, buildings and
building awnings on campus, and of tree branches that may fall or become downed due to
the ice/snow or the wind. Our facilities staff continues to work to keep major sidewalks
and roads/drives through campus clear, but please be cautious when walking or driving on
campus. We urge you to stay indoors as much as possible, and we urge students to remain
on campus rather than risk taking vehicles on hazardous roads.
Students are reminded that they will have NO access to any of the campus athletics
facilities for sledding or other similar activities. Students also are reminded that they are
NOT ALLOWED to pull anyone or anything behind their vehicles in the ice or snow.
These activities are dangerous, and we have had a number of accidents and injuries in the
past.
Please report any problems to Campus Safety at 864-597-4911
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184
Operation Christmas Child
Date/Time: 12/11/2018 11:00:00 AM
Location: Psychology Suite
Cost: Free
Details: Psychology Kingdom is hosting Operation Christmas Child on Tuesday, Dec. 11
and Wednesday, Dec. 12 in the Psychology Suite from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. The boxes, present
stuffers and wrapping paper will all be provided! All you have to do is show up and pack
a gift for a child in need!
Contact: Caitlin Shealy
Email: shealycr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-466-7350
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Date/Time: 12/11/2018 7:30:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: The Theatre Department closes its fall season with a series of special events
designed to showcase the work our students have completed this semester in several of
their performance and design classes. All of these events are free and open to the public,
and all will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre. Join us
tonight for the Art of Acting Showcase, and on Dec. 12 for a joint showcase event
featuring the students in Improvisation for the Actor and the Playwriting Workshop!
Contact: Miriam Thomas
Email: thomasmh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4940
Study Break Hosted by President and Mrs. Samhat
Date/Time: 12/11/2018 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sandor Teszler Library Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: Join President and Mrs. Samhat for a study break in the Sandor Teszler Library
Gallery from 8 - 9 p.m.. Be sure to come by for some fun snacks and cider. 
Gallery from 8 - 9 p.m.. Be sure to come by for some fun snacks and cider. 
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randal1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184
 
Announcements
Therapy Dogs, Cocoa, and Kind Bars 
Details: Take a study bring and swing by the library Dec. 12, from 4-5 p.m. for hot cocoa
and kind bars and lots of dogs to love on! 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre 
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4367
Leadership Wofford 2019
Details: The Office of Student Affairs is accepting applicants to be a part of the 2019
Leadership Wofford cohort. This year's cohort experience will be during the last weekend
in January. The dates for Leadership Wofford are Friday, Jan. 25 through Saturday, Jan.
26. Each participant will be able to choose between great speakers and sessions, as well as
being provided meals for both of those days. Leadership Wofford is a chance to gain new
knowledge and skills that will help you in your leadership, while networking with staff
and fellow students. We hope you will consider being a part of this year's cohort. If you
should have any questions or concerns, please contact co-chairs, Dylan Lawing
(lawingdr@wofford.edu) or Dean Demario Watts (wattsdl@wofford.edu). Link to the
application: https://tinyurl.com/woffordlw ?
Contact: Demario Watts
Email: wattsdl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4066
Mental Health First Aid Certification
Details: The Wellness Center will be offering free certifications in Mental Health First
Aid during Interim! It is an 8-hour class split into 2 days. The afternoon classes will be
held Jan. 8 and 10 from 1-5 p.m., and the morning classes will be held Jan. 15 and 17
from 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Sign up for the afternoon class at this link:
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0f48a5a92ca0f58-mental1 Sign up for the morning
class at this link: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0f48a5a92ca0f58-mental 
Contact: Lauren Hultstrand
Email: hultstrandlk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4375
Gift Collection for the Faculty Dining Room Staff
Details: It is that time of year again, to give back to your faculty dining room staff for the
excellent service they provide. Boxes will be in the following locations: Campus Post
Office, Roger Milliken Science Center (Ms. Roddy, Biology), Olin work room, Old Main
(Ms. Pesaro), & Daniel Building ROTC office, or you may send it to me in interoffice
(Ms. Pesaro), & Daniel Building ROTC office, or you may send it to me in interoffice
mail. I can also accept Venmo (@MaryEdith-Stricklen) & google pay
(mrsstricklen1@gmail.com) for those wishing for electronic ease. Simon Stricklen will
also have a box at lunch from 11:30 a.m. - noon each day. Envelopes will be provided in
case you would like to designate the person(s) to whom your gift will go. Boxes will be
collected Wednesday December 12th. 
Contact: MaryEdith Stricklen
Email: stricklenmw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4332
Koru Mindfulness
Details: Wellness center counselor, Perry Henson, will be offering Koru Mindfulness
courses! Classes will be Wednesdays during Interim: January 9, 16, 23, and 30, and are
open to all Wofford students, faculty, and staff. Choose morning (10-11:15) or afternoon
(2:00-3:15) sessions. Sign up for the class at the links below! Morning -
https://koru.site/PHE1581 Afternoon - https://koru.site/PHE1582
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: HensonPV@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4373
Wofford Christmas Basketball T Shirts
Details: Need to do some holiday shopping for family and friends? Well lucky for you,
Christmas has come early as you can now PURCHASE limited edition Wofford
Christmas Basketball shirts for only $10! LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE! Come see
us in the Athletic Marketing Offices (next to Snyder Field) or at Burwell during lunch
from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.! $10 CASH OR CHECK ONLY! 
Contact: Madison Hedding
Email: heddingmm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4023
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, December 12, 2018
Date: December 12, 2018 at 9:10 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, December
12, 2018
 
Today's Events
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Announcements
Therapy Dogs, Cocoa, and Kind Bars
Daily Announcements
Mental Health First Aid Certification
Gift Collection for the Faculty Dining Room Staff, Last Day
Enciphered Message to the Wofford Community
Koru Mindfulness
Wofford Christmas Basketball T Shirts
South Carolina Bach Choir and N.C. Baroque Orchestra Performance
NBA Game Date Change
CIL and D&I Book Club for faculty and staff
 
 
Today's Events
Fall 2018 Theatre Showcases
Date/Time: 12/12/2018 7:30:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: The Theatre Department closes its fall season with a series of special events
designed to showcase the work our students have completed this semester in several of
their performance and design classes. All of these events are free and open to the public,
and all will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre. Join us
tonight for our final showcase, a joint presentation featuring the students in Improvisation
for the Actor and the Playwriting Workshop!
Contact: Miriam Thomas
Email: thomasmh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4940
 
Announcements
Therapy Dogs, Cocoa, and Kind Bars 
Details: Take a study bring and swing by the library this afternoon from 4-5 p.m. for hot
cocoa and kind bars and lots of dogs to love on! 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre 
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4367
Daily Announcements
Details: The last day for daily announcements will be Friday, Dec. 14. Daily
Announcements will resume on Thursday, Jan. 3.
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184
Mental Health First Aid Certification
Details: The Wellness Center will be offering free certifications in Mental Health First
Aid during Interim! It is an 8-hour class split into 2 days. The afternoon classes will be
held Jan. 8 and 10 from 1-5 p.m. and the morning classes will be held Jan. 15 and 17 from
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Sign up for the afternoon class at this link:
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0f48a5a92ca0f58-mental1 Sign up for the morning
class at this link: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0f48a5a92ca0f58-mental 
Contact: Lauren Hultstrand
Email: hultstrandlk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4375
Gift Collection for the Faculty Dining Room Staff, Last Day
Details: This will be the last day to donate to the Faculty Dining Room Gift Collection.
Boxes will be picked up by 2 p.m. from the following locations: Campus Post Office,
Roger Milliken Science Center (Ms. Roddy, Biology), Olin work room, Old Main (Ms.
Pesaro), & Daniel Building ROTC office. Thank you to those who have already
participated.
Contact: MaryEdith Stricklen
Email: stricklenmw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4332
Enciphered Message to the Wofford Community
Details: ENCRYPTED MESSAGE! At the end of this announcement are two things: 1.
An enciphered message to the Wofford community from Prof. Hagglund's cryptology
class. It consists of a list of numbers between braces. 2. An attached "notebook" of the
program Mathematica called DecipherClassMessageFcn.nb. If you are inclined to read the
message, the next time you're in the Olin building go to room 212 and use one of the
computers on the front wall that has Mathematica showing on the desktop. From your e-
mail go to this announcement message. Select and copy the list of numbers including the
mail go to this announcement message. Select and copy the list of numbers including the
braces, then double-click the attached notebook and follow its instructions to paste the
number list into the function and execute Shift-Return. 1. {43804357, 216936993,
291321155, 95994862, 90963589, 298479176, 151162363, 121912518, 41699243,
136384934, 165676152, 159545781, 122855283, 347878425, 136458403, 132374798,
290233695, 229839059, 67989289, 143727613, 30335991, 291321155, 143766379,
148282608, 159545781, 115913524, 243868456, 277054570, 61977349, 76503278,
132374798, 161421179, 173221636, 37294857, 9557313, 266989310, 241708349,
335985193, 341423976, 38697795, 132374798, 162972824, 102919076, 295128890}. 2.
See attachment 
Contact: Lee Haglund
Email: hagglundlo@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4536
Koru Mindfulness
Details: Wellness center counselor, Perry Henson, will be offering Koru Mindfulness
courses! Classes will be Wednesdays during Interim: January 9, 16, 23, and 30, and are
open to all Wofford students, faculty, and staff. Choose morning (10 - 11:15 a.m.) or
afternoon (2 - 3:15 p.m.) sessions. Sign up for the class at the links below! Morning -
https://koru.site/PHE1581 Afternoon - https://koru.site/PHE1582
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4373
Wofford Christmas Basketball T Shirts
Details: Need to do some holiday shopping for family and friends? Well lucky for you,
Christmas has come early as you can now PURCHASE limited edition Wofford
Christmas Basketball shirts for only $10! LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE! Come see
us in the Athletic Marketing Offices (next to Snyder Field) or at Burwell during lunch
from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.! $10 CASH OR CHECK ONLY!
Contact: Madison Hedding
Email: heddingmm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4023
South Carolina Bach Choir and N.C. Baroque Orchestra Performance
Details: The South Carolina Bach Choir together with the North Carolina Baroque
Orchestra will perform Cantatas I and III of J. S. Bach's "Christmas Oratorio" at 7 p.m.
this coming Friday, Dec. 13, in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts.
There will be a pre-concert talk at 6:30 p.m. Tickets available at the door or on the
website www.scbach.org. Adults $20, Seniors $10, and $5 for students with ID.
Contact: Lee Hagglund
Email: hagglundlo@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
NBA Game Date Change
Details: Due to the Wofford vs. Furman basketball game on Jan. 19, the Charlotte
Hornets event will now take place on Thursday, Jan. 17! The bus will leave around 4:30
p.m. with the game starting at 7 p.m.
p.m. with the game starting at 7 p.m.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
CIL and D&I Book Club for faculty and staff
Details: The director of the Center for Innovation and Learning (CIL) and the Dean of
Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) invite all faculty and staff to participate in the Spring
semester CIL and D&I Book Club. The first book that we are reading is "Non-violent
Communication" by Marshall Rosenberg. We will speak about this book and how to have
successful difficult conversations on Feb. 26. On March 19, we will continue the
discussion of Rosenburg's book, and we will practice his method with exercises from his
workbook. In April, we will discuss the book "The Courage to Teach" by Parker Palmer.
The first two meetings will be in Gray Jones, from 11:30 a.m. till 12:50 p.m. The date and
location of the third meeting will be announced in January. Please contact Begona at
caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu if you would like to participate in the book club and
would like a copy of either or both books. 
Contact: Begona Caballero and Anne Catlla
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
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Upcoming Events
S.C. Bach Choir and N.C. Baroque Orchestra Performance
Date/Time: 12/14/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Adults/$20, Seniors/$10, Students w/ID/$5
Details: The South Carolina Bach Choir together with the North Carolina Baroque
Orchestra will perform Cantatas I and III of J. S. Bach's "Christmas Oratorio" at 7 p.m.,
Friday, Dec. 14, in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts. There will be a
pre-concert talk at 6:30 p.m. Tickets available at the door or on the website
www.scbach.org.
Contact: Lee Hagglund
Email: hagglundlo@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Men's Basketball vs. UNC Asheville | Saturday
Men's Basketball vs. UNC Asheville | Saturday
Date/Time: 12/15/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Men's basketball looks to make it seven home wins in a row this Saturday night!
The Terriers host UNC Asheville at 7 p.m. 
Contact: Jake Farkas
Email: farkasjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
 
Announcements
Sorority Recruitment
Details: The link for women to register for sorority recruitment is now live! When
selecting your t-shirt size, please be sure to pick the size that you would want to wear for
the first night of recruitment. Registration closes on Feb. 7! Find the link to register here,
on the Panhellenic instagram bio, and on the Wofford Greek Life webpage! Go Greek!!
https://enroll.icsrecruiter.com/pan/woffor#/enroll/enrollment-disclaimer
Contact: Spanky Hubbard
Email: wocopanhellenic@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 803-319-6360
Enciphered Message to the Wofford Community
Details: ENCRYPTED MESSAGE! At the end of this announcement are two things: 1.
An enciphered message to the Wofford community from Prof. Hagglund's cryptology
class. It consists of a list of numbers between braces. 2. An attached "notebook" of the
program Mathematica called DecipherClassMessageFcn.nb. If you are inclined to read the
message, the next time you're in the Olin building go to room 212 and use one of the
computers on the front wall that has Mathematica showing on the desktop. From your e-
mail go to this announcement message. Select and copy the list of numbers including the
braces, then double-click the attached notebook and follow its instructions to paste the
number list into the function and execute Shift-Return. 1. {43804357, 216936993,
291321155, 95994862, 90963589, 298479176, 151162363, 121912518, 41699243,
136384934, 165676152, 159545781, 122855283, 347878425, 136458403, 132374798,
290233695, 229839059, 67989289, 143727613, 30335991, 291321155, 143766379,
148282608, 159545781, 115913524, 243868456, 277054570, 61977349, 76503278,
132374798, 161421179, 173221636, 37294857, 9557313, 266989310, 241708349,
335985193, 341423976, 38697795, 132374798, 162972824, 102919076, 295128890}. 2.
See attachment 
Contact: Lee Haglund
Email: hagglundlo@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4536
Koru Mindfulness
Details: Wellness center counselor, Perry Henson, will be offering Koru Mindfulness
Details: Wellness center counselor, Perry Henson, will be offering Koru Mindfulness
courses! Classes will be Wednesdays during Interim: January 9, 16, 23, and 30, and are
open to all Wofford students, faculty, and staff. Choose morning (10-11:15 a.m.) or
afternoon (2:00-3:15 p.m.) sessions. Sign up for the class at the links below! Morning -
https://koru.site/PHE1581 Afternoon - https://koru.site/PHE1582
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4373
Wofford Christmas Basketball T Shirts
Details: Need to do some holiday shopping for family and friends? Well lucky for you,
Christmas has come early as you can now PURCHASE limited edition Wofford
Christmas Basketball shirts for only $10! LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE! Come see
us in the Athletic Marketing Offices (next to Snyder Field) or at Burwell during lunch
from 11-1! $10 CASH OR CHECK ONLY!
Contact: Madison Hedding
Email: heddingmm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4023
NBA Game Date Change
Details: Due to the Wofford vs. Furman basketball game on Jan. 19, the Charlotte
Hornets event will now take place on Thursday, Jan. 17! The bus will leave around 4:30
p.m. with the game starting at 7 p.m.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Post Office Hours during the Christmas Holidays
Details: Campus Post Office Holiday Hours: Dec. 26, 27, 28 and 31 - 9 a.m. – Noon.
-There will be NO mail delivery, pickup or processing of mail for outgoing. You can come
by the campus post office and pick up mail or packages during the days/hours listed
above.
Contact: Delia Patel
Email: pateldn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Leadership Wofford Application
Details: Leadership Wofford 2019 application is now live! Leadership Wofford 2019 will
take place on January 25 and January 26. Are you someone who wants become a leader
on campus maybe serve in an executive role in an organization? Do you know someone
who would be a excel from this program? Follow the links to complete an application or
nominate someone. Application: https://tinyurl.com/woffordlw Nomination:
https://tinyurl.com/lwnomination 
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Applications still available- summer internship stipends and Tanzania
Applications still available- summer internship stipends and Tanzania
Details: Stop by The Space to pick up your application for a summer internship stipend or
to apply to spend your summer in Tanzania. Both applications are due 12/21. 
Contact: Rebecca Parker
Email: Parkerrm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
CPR classes in January 
Details: The Wellness Center working with the The Wellness and Safety committee is
offering CPR classes in January. There are four times to sign up, only pick one. The cost
is $28/per person to get certified in CPR. Please use the link below to sign up to attend.
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10C0F48A5A92CA0F58-cprand 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4367
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
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Today's Events
S.C. Bach Choir and N.C. Baroque Orchestra Performance
Date/Time: 12/14/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Adults/$20, Seniors/$10, Students w/ID/$5
Details: The South Carolina Bach Choir together with the North Carolina Baroque
Orchestra will perform Cantatas I and III of J. S. Bach's "Christmas Oratorio" at 7 p.m.,
this evening in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts. There will be a pre-
concert talk at 6:30 p.m. Tickets available at the door or on the website www.scbach.org.
Contact: Lee Hagglund
Email: hagglundlo@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
 
Upcoming Events
Men's Basketball vs. UNC Asheville | Saturday
Date/Time: 12/15/2018 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford hosts UNC Asheville on Saturday night at 7 p.m. All college students
(not just Wofford students) get in FREE with a valid student ID!
Contact: Jake Farkas
Email: farkasjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Wofford Basketball | Jan. 3
Date/Time: 1/3/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford Terriers basketball returns on the first day of Interim! Men's basketball
hosts The Citadel at 7 p.m. and women's basketball hosts Southern Wesleyan at 3 p.m.
Happy Holidays!
Contact: Jake Farkas
Email: farkasjr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
 
Announcements
Leadership Wofford 2019
Details: The Office of Student Affairs is accepting applicants to be a part of the 2019
Leadership Wofford cohort. This year's cohort experience will be during the last weekend
in January. The dates for Leadership Wofford are Friday, Jan. 25 through Saturday, Jan.
26. Each participant will be able to choose between great speakers and sessions, as well as
being provided meals for both of those days. Leadership Wofford is a chance to gain new
knowledge and skills that will help you in your leadership, while networking with staff
and fellow students. We hope you will consider being a part of this year's cohort. If you
should have any questions or concerns, please contact co-chairs, Dylan Lawing
(lawingdr@wofford.edu) or Dean Demario Watts (wattsdl@wofford.edu). Link to the
application: https://tinyurl.com/woffordlw ?
Contact: Demario Watts
Email: wattsdl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4066
Koru Mindfulness
Details: Wellness center counselor, Perry Henson, will be offering Koru Mindfulness
Details: Wellness center counselor, Perry Henson, will be offering Koru Mindfulness
courses! Classes will be Wednesdays during Interim: January 9, 16, 23, and 30, and are
open to all Wofford students, faculty, and staff. Choose morning (10-11:15 a.m.) or
afternoon (2-3:15 p.m.) sessions. Sign up for the class at the links below! Morning -
https://koru.site/PHE1581 Afternoon - https://koru.site/PHE1582
Contact: Perry Henson
Email: hensonpv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4373
Post Office Hours during the Christmas Holidays
Details: Campus Post Office Holiday Hours: Dec. 26, 27, 28 and 31 - 9 a.m. - Noon -
There will be NO mail delivery, pickup or processing of mail for outgoing. You can come
by the campus post office and pick up mail or packages during the days/hours listed
above.
Contact: Delia Patel
Email: pateldn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Leadership Wofford Application
Details: Leadership Wofford 2019 application is now live! Leadership Wofford 2019 will
take place on Friday January 25 and January 26. Are you someone who wants become a
leader on campus maybe serve in an executive role in an organization? Do you know
someone who would be a excel from this program? Follow the links to complete an
application or nominate someone. Application: https://tinyurl.com/woffordlw
Nomination: https://tinyurl.com/lwnomination 
Contact: Dylan Lawing
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
CPR classes in January 
Details: The Wellness Center working with the The Wellness and Safety committee is
offering CPR classes in January. There are four times to sign up, only pick one. The cost
is $28/per person to get certified in CPR. Please use the link below to sign up to attend.
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10C0F48A5A92CA0F58-cprand 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4367
Last Day to Pay for Winter Lighting Shirts
Details: For those of you who submitted an online form to purchase a Winter Lighting
shirt, today is the last day to pay your $15.
Contact: Alexa Rand
Email: randAL1@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Email Security Update
Date: December 17, 2018 at 11:00 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To: Wofford Faculty and Staff
From: IT Help Center
 
With phishing emails and email scams becoming more and more prevalent, Wofford College has taken
the important security step of flagging external emails that come from outside of the college’s email
system. This will help faculty and staff identify the difference between internal and external emails as
well as indicate potential risk if an email flagged as external pretends to be from an internal source.
Beginning immediately, when faculty or staff receive an email that originates from outside of the Wofford
College email system, the email will be flagged with the warning “CAUTION: This email originated
from outside of the Wofford College email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.”
You are reminded not to open attachments or click on links contained in emails sent from outside of the
Wofford email system when you do not recognize the sender or when the sender may be impersonating a
Wofford colleague or student (as indicated by the caution message).
If you have questions, please contact the IT Help Center at 864-597-4257 or help@wofford.edu.
Thank you for actively working to protect the security of Wofford’s network.
 
Kashalett Foster
IT Help Center Director 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Leaf Removal from Campus Life Parking Lot
Date: December 17, 2018 at 2:58 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To: Faculty and Staff
The maintenance department will be removing leaves from the Campus Life parking lot
on Wednesday Dec. 19. It will take the better part of the day, starting at 7 a.m. Please
make arrangements to park in another parking lot on Wednesday allowing the
maintenance crew full access to this parking lot.
 
Thank you,
 
Rick Shehan
 
--
Ricky D. Shehan
Physical Plant Office Manager
WOFFORD COLLEGE
429 N. Church Street
Spartanburg, SC  29303
864.597.4380 p | shehanrd@wofford.edu
